Abstract. We establish optimal L p bounds for the non-tangential maximal function of the gradient of the solution to a second-order elliptic operator in divergence form, possibly non-symmetric, with bounded measurable coefficients independent of the vertical variable, on the domain above a Lipschitz graph in the plane, in terms of the L p -norm at the boundary of the tangential derivative of the Dirichlet data, or of the Neumann data.
Introduction
We will consider the Dirichlet problem with boundary data g 0 . Here ν is the outward unit normal vector to ∂Ω and L = div A∇· is an elliptic operator in divergence form with coefficient matrix A = (a ij ) ij . The matrix A is assumed to have real-valued bounded measurable entries (max i,j a ij L ∞ (Ω) = Λ < ∞) and satisfy the uniform ellipticity condition (1.3) λ|ξ| 2 ≤ ξ · Aξ for some λ > 0 and all ξ ∈ R 2 , but A is not necessarily symmetric. The domain Ω = {X = (x, t) ∈ R 2 | φ(x) < t} is the domain above the graph of a Lipschitz function φ. In the sequel we will denote by τ the tangent (1, φ )/(1 + (φ )
2 ) 1 2 to ∂Ω and ∂ τ = τ · ∇ the derivative along the boundary. The conormal derivative will be ν · A∇.
Let us begin by fixing some notation. The spaces C ∞ and C ∞ 0 are the spaces of smooth functions and smooth functions with compact support, respectively. For clarity, we will often indicate the domain of such functions, for example C ∞ 0 (R). For p ∈ [1, ∞] and E a subset of either R or R 2 , the space L p (E) is the set of measurable functions f : E → R such that f L p (E) is finite, where
is defined with respect to the appropriate Lebesgue measure. We define L p (E, M) similarly for functions F with values in M, the set of real-valued 2 × 2 matrices, by replacing the absolute value with |F | := sup ij |f ij | where F = (f ij ) ij . The set W 1,p (E) is the familiar Sobolev space, consisting of functions in L p (E) whose firstorder derivatives (in the sense of distributions) also belong to L p (E) and W
1,p
loc (E), the set consisting of those functions in W 1,p (E ) for every compact subset E of E. We will consider the non-tangential approach regions .
Here |E| is the Lebesgue measure of a set E and B r = B r (X) = {Y | |X − Y | < r} is the ball centred at X of radius r. The notation δ(X) is an abbreviation for dist(X, ∂Ω).
To solve (1.1) and (1.2) we will use the following weak formulations. It will be useful to introduce the space W 1,2 (Ω) of functions f for which the norm 
We call the u from Lemma 1.2 the solution to (1.2) with data g 0 . We will postpone the proofs of these lemmata until Section 2. Since, in general, we cannot assign a meaning to ν · A∇u| ∂Ω , we should be careful as to exactly how we interpret the statement in (1.2) that ν·A∇u = g 0 on ∂Ω. It is well known that existence of the estimates in the following definition enables a certain non-tangential convergence to the boundary data to be established (see, for example, [21] ). (ii) We say that the Neumann problem holds for p, or (N ) A p = (N ) p holds, if for any u solving (1.2) with boundary data g 0 ∈ L p (∂Ω) ∩ H 1 (∂Ω) we have
(iii) We say that the regularity problem holds for p, or (R)
A p = (R) p holds, if for any u solving (1.1) with boundary data f 0 
. In each case, the constant C(p) > 0 must depend only on λ, Λ, Ω and p.
The main result of this paper is the following. In 2000, Kenig, Koch, Pipher and Toro [19] showed that the Dirichlet problem for an elliptic operator L = div A∇ in Ω ⊂ R 2 holds for some p ≥ 2, where A has coefficients independent of the t-direction. The advance here was that the 2 × 2 matrix A did not need to be assumed symmetric. The exponent p could not in general be specified, as they showed with an example. This example can be used to show the same is true in our case: For any given p there exist operators L as in Theorem 1. 4 [19] passes over to the Neumann and regularity problems to give Theorem 1.4.
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we fix some more notation and lay out some preliminaries. In Section 3 we begin by observing that a change of variables used in [19] can reduce our problem to coefficient matrices A which are upper triangular. We then go on to show that the solvability of the Dirichlet problem allows us to reduce Theorem 1.4 to the boundedness of certain layer potentials. We remark that Verchota [25] reduced similar regularity results for the Laplacian to proving the invertibility of the classical layer potentials. In Section 4, this boundedness is proved in the special case that the boundary of our domain has a small Lipschitz constant. In Section 5 we use David's method [9] to show that the layer potentials must also be bounded on domains Ω when φ is an arbitrary Lipschitz function. As an appendix, we show the example in [19] serves the same purpose for Theorem 1.4 as it does for their Theorem 3.1.
As is common practice the letter C will denote a constant whose value may change from line to line, but which can be fixed depending only on the constants λ, Λ and the Lipschitz constant of φ. When a subscript is added the value will not vary from line to line, and when the constant depends on other parameters or when we wish to record the form of the dependency this will be noted explicity (for example, we wrote above C = C(p)).
Preliminaries
The square function S(f ): ∂Ω → R of f : Ω → R is given by
where ∆ r (Q) = B r (Q) ∩ ∂Ω and dσ is the Lebesgue surface measure of ∂Ω. We also define M acting on functions F : R → M analogously, replacing the absolute value with the corresponding matrix version and taking the supremum over intervals in R. A function K : R 2 → M is said to be a Calderón-Zygmund kernel if there exist constants C > 0 and α ∈ (0, 1] such that for all x, y ∈ R, x = y,
, a continuous linear operator T : X → Y is said to be a singular integral operator associated to the Calderón-Zygmund kernel K if for each F ∈ X and G ∈ Y with disjoint support, we have the representation
where ·, · is the standard inner product on L 2 (R, M) and G(x) t is the transpose of G(x). The maximal singular integral operator T * associated to K is defined by first setting
The following lemmata are well known for any elliptic operator as defined above (see, for example, [18] and [13, Thm. 8.24] 
for all X, Y ∈ B 2r/3 .
We will now prove Lemmata 1.1 and 1.2. given by Φ(x, t) = (x, t − φ(x)) will yield the general case. Let P t : R → R denote the Poisson kernel:
.
be the harmonic extension of f 0 to R 2 + . We will show that (2.5)
). Using Hölder's inequality,
but, by Fubini's Theorem,
Now, using well-known properties of the Poisson kernel and Young's inequality (see, for example, [23] ), we can bound this by
7 . This controls the first integral in the W 1,2 (R 2 + )-norm of w. To control the second, first observe that
so, as before, 
. Thus, using Poincaré's inequality,
Combining this with (1.3) easily gives the coercivity. We may now apply the Lax-Milgram Theorem to find a unique v ∈ W 1,2 A function f : R → R is said to be of bounded mean oscillation, written f ∈ BMO, if
where the supremum is taken over all intervals I ⊂ R. 
, where the last inequality follows from Hölder's and Poincaré's inequalities.
Kenig and Ni [20] provide the following definition and existence of a fundamental solution.
Theorem 2.6. For each X ∈ R 2 there exists a unique fundamental solution Γ X for L with pole at X, and positive constants C 1 , C 2 , R 1 < 1, R 2 > 1, which depend only on λ and Λ, such that
The notation we employ to denote differentiation is standard, but let us clarify one point. When the fundamental solution is differentiated, ∇Γ X (Y ) will denote the gradient in the Y -variable and ∇ X Γ X (Y ) the gradient in the X-variable. 
Proof. We will prove the lemma for a modified coefficient matrix A where A = I outside the ball B R (0). It is then easy, using Definition 2.5 and Theorem 2.6, to show that passing to the limit R → ∞ we obtain the identity for general A. The linear transformation Z → CZ (C > 0), transforms Γ X and Γ Y into fundamental solutions of operators with the same ellipticity constants λ and Λ. Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume A = I outside B 1/2 (0) and that X, Y ∈ B 1/2 (0). Green's second identity gives us
for any R > 1. But on the other hand, the uniqueness and the construction used in [20] shows us that, for 
and
on ∂B R (0). We may conclude, by the above and our assumptions on A, that
which tends to zero as R → ∞.
The following theorem was proved by Kenig, Koch, Pipher and Toro [19] . They prove that if the L 2 -norms of the square function and non-tangential maximal function of all solutions vanishing at a fixed point can be compared in all bounded Lipschitz domains Ω 0 contained in Ω with constants depending only on the Lipschitz character of the domain, then (D) p holds for some p. The estimate
for each p > 1 and solutions u which vanish at a fixed point in Ω 0 is demonstrated therein. Dahlberg [5] showed this estimate for p = 2 implies that solutions are ε-approximable, and in [19] , the authors go on to show this ε-approximability implies that (D) p holds for some p > 1. We refer the reader to [19] for the details and precise definitions, Remark (2.11) providing a brief overview.
) is independent of the t-variable and φ : R → R is a Lipschitz function. Then there exists a (possibly large) p such that (D) p holds in Ω, with bound depending only on λ, Λ, p and the Lipschitz constant of φ.
Given any solution u to an elliptic equation Lu = div A∇u = 0, the vector A∇u is divergence free and so can be written as the curl of a vector. This amounts to finding aũ solving
The functionũ (defined up to a constant by (2.9)) is called the conjugate of u and (u,ũ) is a conjugate pair [22] . Observe firstly that u satisfies an elliptic equation with coefficient matrix A = A t / det A, and secondly that the conormal derivative of u is the tangential derivative ofũ and vice versa.
In Sections 3 and 4 we will work under the a priori assumptions that A = I for large x, A and φ are smooth functions, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use assumptions, it is a simple matter to obtain the general case. Note that, under our a priori assumptions, if u solves (1.1) with data 
there exists a constant C(p), depending on the same quantities, such that
As usual,
We cannot expect these estimates to hold for all p > 1 as the Appendix shows. The a priori assumptions for solutions to (1.2) will hold if, for instance,
Proof of Theorem 2.9. We start out by showing that if 
Now let us prove the identity for any g, h ∈ C ∞ 0 (∂Ω). This is easily done as follows: Let w and v be the extensions of h and g, respectively, satisfying div(
The integrating by parts above in unbounded domains can be justified by the decay properties of v and w, passing to the limit through bounded domains.
Combining these two facts we may now prove that
for u which solve (1.1) with boundary data f 0 . We can do this using duality:
so (2.14) follows. It is a simple exercise to show that |ν · ∇u| ≤ C(|ν · A∇u| + |∂ τ u|) from which it is easy to deduce (2.11). We also have the reverse of (2.14):
for u which satisfy (1.2) with boundary data g 0 and A replaced by A. This follows from (2.14), since the conormal derivative becomes the tangential derivative of the conjugate and the tangential derivative becomes the conormal derivative of the conjugate. As before we then deduce (2.12).
The following lemma [19] regarding a certain change of variables will be crucial in obtaining the boundedness of the layer potentials. Proof. The transformation Φ defined by Φ(y, s) = (f (y), s + g(y)) does the job with f −1 chosen to be the primitive of 1/a 11 and g chosen to be the primitive of a 21 • f , where A = (a ij ) ij . We refer the reader to Lemma 3.47 in [19] for a detailed proof.
Remark 2.11. The same result holds with B replaced by the lower triangular matrix B t . The proof only needs to be modified by choosing g to instead be the primitive of a 12 • f .
Escauriaza observed (see [19, p. 250] ) that the operator div B t ∇, where B is as in (2.15), can be written in non-divergence form. Indeed, since the coefficients only depend on the x-direction,
We remark that then (u t , u x ) is a conjugate pair, since u t is a solution and we have
so in this case u t = u x . Solutions to non-divergence form equations in R 2 also enjoy additional regularity. This is stated explicitly as the lemma below, which is an immediate consequence of Theorem 11.3 in [13] 
Reduction to the boundedness of layer potentials
The aim of this section is to reduce the proof of Theorem 1.4 to proving the boundedness on L p (∂Ω) (1 < p < ∞) of the double layer potential
and the related potential
where X = (x, φ(x)) ∈ ∂Ω. This will be done in three steps under the assumption that the coefficient matrix A is of the form (2.15). First, we will show that the nontangential maximal function of the gradient of a solution can be controlled in the L pnorm by the L p -norms of the layer potentials of u t and its conjugate u t . Secondly,
. Finally, it is straightforward to combine these results with Theorem 2.9 and Lemma 2.10 to achieve our aim. Lemma 2.10 shows us that for the proof of Theorem 1.4, we may assume A is of the form (2.15) without loss of generality, so let us fix, once and for all, Γ X to be the fundamental solution of the operator L = div A∇· with pole at X, where A is of this form. With this choice Γ X is a solution to a non-divergence form elliptic equation L t Γ X = 0 away from X. Throughout the next two sections we will make the following a priori assumptions: A = I for large x, A and φ are smooth functions, φ ≡ α 0 for x large, and x → φ(x) − α 0 x ∈ C ∞ 0 . Once the theorems here have been proved under our a priori assumptions it is a simple matter to obtain the general case. 
Proof. Firstly, exactly as in the proof of Lemma 8.10 in [21] , we will estimate N (∇u) pointwise by the maximal function of N (u t ) and ∂ τ u, so to prove the lemma we will then need to control N (u t ) in the L p -norm. This can be done by using an idea of Verchota and Vogel [26] to write u t as the sum of two potentials.
Fix Q ∈ ∂Ω and an X ∈ Γ(Q). Choosing c B = − ∆ u we have
by Poincaré's inequality on ∂Ω, where ∂ τ is the tangential derivative along ∂Ω, and
. Therefore, combining these estimates, we have
, where M is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator, and so, for each p > 1,
Now to estimate the last term above, we wish to find a representation for u t . Recall Green's second identity: Let us write L = div A∇ and
so, for u such that Lu = 0 and replacing v with the fundamental solution Γ X for L, so that L t Γ X = δ X , the Dirac mass at X, we obtain
Since the elements of A only depend on the x-variable u t is also a solution and so we have
Recall that ν · A∇u t = τ · ∇ u t , where u t is the conjugate of u t . Therefore,
To complete the proof we will estimate N (u t ) by estimating each term on the right-hand side of (3.2). This can be done using the singular integral representation we obtain for K and L in Section 4, and so we leave the end of the proof to be completed in Remark 4.4. It is in this step where we will use the hypothesis that A is of the form (2.15). 
Proof. 
so using (2.9), we obtain
Multiplying on the left by (Φ −1 ) t we see that
Thus (v, v 0 ) solves (2.9) with A replaced with B t , that is, v 0 = v. The last equality can be rewritten u • Φ = (u • Φ) from which (3.3) follows.
These observations allow us to conclude that
and so the lemma is proved.
Once we know K and L are bounded for all A of the form (2.15), we have from Theorems 3.1 and 3.
Using Lemma 2.10 we extend this to arbitrary A. One then applies Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 to conclude the proof of Theorem 1. 4 . It remains to demonstrate the boundedness of K and L on L p . This task will occupy us for the next two sections.
Boundedness of the layer potentials on boundaries with small Lipschitz constants
In this section we will show that K and L are bounded on L p (∂Ω) (1 < p < ∞) in the special case that Γ X is the fundamental solution of the operator L = div(A∇ ·) with pole at X, where A is of the form (2.15) and that our domain Ω has a boundary which is close to linear in the sense that, for
where ε 0 > 0 depends only on the ellipticity constants and k > 0. Lemma 2.10 shows that the first assumption can be made without loss of generality. However, if we are to succeed in proving Theorem 1.4, the second assumption must be dropped. This will be done in Section 5. Denote by Λ k (ε 0 ) the set of all Lipschitz functions
We will always require that 0 < ε 0 ≤ k, so the Lipschitz constant of φ ∈ Λ k (ε 0 ) is no more than 2k. We remind the reader of the a priori smoothness assumptions made at the beginning of Section 3.
Lemma 4.1.
There exists constants C 3 > 0 and 0 < α ≤ 1, depending only on λ and Λ, such that 
where the second to last inequality follows from Theorem 2.6, since Γ Φ(0) • Φ is the fundamental solution to an elliptic operator with the same constants λ and Λ and pole at the origin. Now ∂ s Γ X (y, s) satisfies L(∂ s Γ X ) = 0 away from X since the coefficients do not depend on the second variable; thus, using the above and Lemma 2.2, we have (4.6) sup
This last bound shows we may now apply Lemma 2.12 with B r replaced with B r/8 (Y ) to obtain
for Z ∈ B r/8 (Y ). Averaging this inequality over Z ∈ B r/8 (Y ), and using (4.4) and (4.5) with r replaced with r/2 yields
Combining this with (4.6) yields (4.1). The same application of Lemma 2.12 now easily yields (4.3): with r = max(|Y − X|, |Y − X|) = |Y − X|, say, we have for
Inequality 
which completes the proof of the lemma. 
φ(x)} and Ω − = {(x, t) | t < φ(x)}, and write
We will write K 0 = K. We have the following easy corollary to Lemma 4.1. 
where F ∈ X and G ∈ Y and ·, · is the dual pairing in Y. The transpose operator T t is defined as F, T t (G) = G, T (F )
t . Our aim will be to show that T extends to a bounded operator on L 2 (R 2 , M), but first we must choose appropriate Banach spaces, X and Y, and show this definition makes sense. This is the content of the following lemma, and for that we will need the following notation. We denote Proof. We fix f, g ∈ S(R, R), h ∈ C ∞ 0 (R, R) with h positive and equal to one near zero and define u, v : Ω → R by
u(X) = f (x)h(t − φ(x)) and v(X) = g(x)h(t − φ(x)).
Green's first identity gives us that By multiplying by a bounded function b and the function v, and integrating, we obtain (4.9)
The left-hand side can easily be controlled by the bound on b and the product of semi-norms [f ]
, where
for N ∈ Z and β ∈ N. We can control the first term on the right-hand side similarly. Indeed, observe that
and then proceed as before. So, we conclude the remaining term on the right-hand side is also controlled by a finite sum of products
, that is,
We may also compute, setting
1 2 (where R 1 is the constant appearing in Theorem 2.6), 
However,
Therefore, by writing in (4.8),
with F ∞ ∈ S and G ∞ ∈ S, we see that each matrix element in (4.8) is a sum of terms of the form of either (4.11) or (4.12). Thus provided the limit exists, (4.8) is controlled by a finite sum of [
, with the semi-norms defined analogously to (4.10). We can easily show the limit in (4.8) exists almost everywhere under our a priori assumptions: By the above it suffices to show both
and (4.14)
converge uniformly in x as h 0, where X = (x, φ(x) + h). To show (4.13) converges we write
The second integral on the right-hand side clearly converges uniformly in x. To show that the first also does, we can use the divergence theorem to see it is equal to and both integrals on the right-hand side converge uniformly in x under our a priori smoothness assumptions. We can see (4.14) converges similarly: again we write
As before, the second integral on the right-hand side converges uniformly in x. The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus shows that the first is equal to
and once again both integrals on the right-hand side converge uniformly in x.
Since we clearly have the representation (2.4), what we have shown so far is that T is a singular integral operator associated to the Calderón-Zygmund kernel K.
Remark 4.4. This singular integral representation can be used to complete the proof of Lemma 3.1 since K and L can be easily written in terms of T and so using (3.2) can control N (u t ). We define
for (z, r) = Z ∈ Ω, and The first term can be estimated using (4.2):
The second term is also easily controlled using (4.1):
which proves the claim. The claim tells us that T (δ(Z)) (F )(X) and M (F )(X) control T (F )(Z), so N (T ) can be controlled in the operator norm by the operator norm of T * + M . Standard Calderón-Zygmund theory (see, for example, [14] ) tells us that we can control T * in terms of T . Writing K and L in terms of T and using (3.2) then completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
Our aim now is to prove the following. 
This will be proved by applying a version of the T (B)-Theorem. Let us first state some standard definitions and fix some more notation.
Let M B 0 denote the operator which multiplies on the left by a function B 0 : R → M. By a normalised bump we mean a function F = (f ij ) ij ∈ S with support in a ball with radius 10 such that
). An operator T is said to satisfy the weak boundedness property if there exists a constant C > 0 such that
A function f : R → R is said to be of bounded mean oscillation, written f ∈ BMO, if we have
where the supremum is taken over all intervals I. A function a : R → R is said to be an H 1 atom if there exists an interval I ⊂ R such that (i) a is supported in 
It is easy to show this definition is independent of the choice of η and each term on the right-hand side is well defined. Since our a priori assumptions mean that B 2 is smooth and has a smooth inverse, the decomposition of H 1 via smooth atoms and duality determine T (B 0 ) as a BMO function.
We remark that, by duality, T (F ) can be identified as an element in
, and it certainly suffices to show that
The version of the T (B)-Theorem that we will use is the following [10] . 
With this result at hand, it is easy to see that Theorem 4.5 will be a consequence of the following lemmata. Proof. We will first prove the weak boundedness of (4.9) , where F = (f ij ) ij and G = (g ij ) ij are normalised bumps, B 0 = (b ij 0 ) ij is a bounded function, and h is a real-valued normalised bump centred at the origin and identically equal to one near the origin. We have
so (4.9) allows us to conclude (4.18)
Now, if the supports of u and v are separated by a distance R, then we have
Otherwise, integration by parts shows us that
The same argument as in the end of the proof of Lemma 4.3 shows us that the left-hand sides of (4.18), (4.19) and (4.20) are all we need to control in order to prove the weak boundedness of
we will apply Green's second identity,
to the domain Ω R = Ω ∩ B R (X) and the function ϕ ≡ 1. This leads to the equality
and define
As before we write K 0 = K. 
Also, using Hölder's inequality, Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.1, we have, for some p > 2,
This proves (4.1) for ∇ X Γ t X , and the other two estimates (4.2) and (4.3) follow as before.
To prove the continuity of T : B 3 S → (B 1 S) we again fix f, g ∈ S(R, R), h ∈ C ∞ 0 (R, R) with h positive and equal to one near zero. Let δ 0 : Ω − → R be the Dahlberg-Kenig-Stein adapted distance function introduced in [7] (see also [8] ). Define u, v : Ω → R by Define µ :
For F : Ω − → R we define (see [4, 24] ) the quantities
, where ∆ r = B r (Q ) ∩ ∂Ω and Q ∈ ∂Ω, and
We have that (4.24)
It is well known that ∇δ 0 L ∞ (Ω,R) and
are bounded in terms of the Lipschitz constant, where ∂ 2 denotes any second-order partial derivative, and δ δ 0 .
We apply Green's second identity to the function µ(· − Z)u(·) and the fundamental solution Γ t X in the domain Ω − . We obtain
Using (4.23) and integration by parts in the first term on the right-hand side, we see the above is equal to
The above integration by parts is the reason for introducing Γ bounded function, setting Z = X and integrating in X, we find (4.25)
The first term on the right-hand side can be expanded:
The first term in this expression is exactly what we need to control to show the continuity of T : 
The second term is easy to control by
2 ) and so its contribution to the second term on the left-hand side of (4.25) is also controlled. The first term here requires a little more work. Let us consider just the first term ∂ 11 u of L t (u), as the same analysis can be used on the other terms. We have
so the contribution to the double integral from the first three terms is easily bounded by
2 ). The last term is controlled using (4.24): 
Boundedness of the layer potentials on boundaries with arbitrary Lipschitz constants
The aim of this section is to remove the necessity for ε 0 in Theorem 4.5 to be small. We formulate this as the theorem below. It is proved by applying the build-up scheme of David [9] (see also [17] ). Thus Theorem 5.1 is proved, and with it our main result, Theorem 1.4.
Appendix: An example
Here we will show that given any p > 1 there exist operators for which (R) p and (N ) p do not hold.
Recall We can now show that (N ) p cannot hold for the conjugate operator, which has coefficient matrix A = A t / det(A). Let u be the conjugate of u defined by (2.10). Since (u, u) satisfies (2.9), ∇u L 2 (Ω) < ∞ and again the regularity of the coefficients ensures that u is the unique solution to (1.2) with data ν · A∇ u. Since the conormal derivative of u becomes the tangential derivative of u and vice versa, ν · A∇ u L p (∂R 2 + ) < ∞ but ∂ x u L p (∂R 2 + ) = ∞; therefore, as before, we see (N ) p cannot hold for this operator.
